WBC Japan Announces 2 Title Fights and 3 Playoff Fights
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A couple weeks ago, WBC Muay Thai Japan announced an October 2nd card headlined by
Tetsuya Yamato taking on WBC Muay Thai World Champion Jomthong Chuwattana, as well as
Erika Kamimura vs Denise Mellor and a WBC Japan Lightweight Title fight between Rashata
and Hiromasa Masuda. It seems as though WBC Japan is looking to set up a big event with as
many title fights as possible in the near future, as this event has been subtitled "Path to the
Championship" and will now feature 2 more WBC Japan Title fights and 3 "playoff" matches that
could possibly be #1 contender bouts, all of which contain promising, young talent.
First, WBC Japan Flyweight champion Naoki Otsuki will defend his title against WPMF Japan
Flyweight champion Ryuji Kato. Otsuki was recently on a 4 fight winning streak before being
upset by J-NETWORK #6 flyweight Hiroyuki Yamamo by split decision in July.
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The other title fight announced is a match between current Super Lightweight champion Seiji
Takahashi and J-Network Super Lightweight champion Yusuke Sugawara.

The first of the playoff bouts is a Super Bantamweight fight between Shootboxing 55kg
champion Ryuya Kusakabe and #1 ranked NJKF Super Bantamweight Rookie. Kusakabe was
on a tear since leaving the K-1 Koshien system, racking up 7 straight wins before losing in the
finals of the Krush 55kg Tournament to Shota Takiya. Rookie put himself in a match for the
vacant NJKF Super Bantamweight title by defeating Shinya Haga and will face Hiroshi
Senchaigym for that title. The winner will probably face current champion Genji Umeno who is
set to take on Thai Utideto Rukupurabato at It's Showtime Japan 3 this Sunday.

The next playoff bout is a Bantamweight contest between WPMF Japan Super Flyweight
champion TO-MA and NJKF #2 ranked Bantamweight Kojiro. TO-MA was riding a 5 fight win
streak which included him picking up the M-1, J-NETWORK and WPMF Japan Super Flyweight
titles until he lost to Arashi Fujiwara at It's Showtime Japan 1. Afterwards, he vacated his
J-NETWORK title. Kojiro is currently on a 4-fight losing streak. If TO-MA wins, he will likely face
current champion Arashi Fujiwara for the title. However, if Kojiro scores the upset another
playoff bout would seem to be a good idea, possibly a rematch against Noboru Yamamoto who
is ranked #1, Takuma Ito who is ranked #2 or Hiroyuki Yamano, all of which would be
interesting rematches.

The final bout announced will feature one of Japan's most promising prospects and recently
crowned NJKF Lightweight champion Keijiro Miyakoshi taking on J-NETWORK Lightweight
champion Akihiro Kuroda. Miyakoshi beat former NJKF champion Ikki in a rematch in July,
winning by a wide decision. Kuroda was riding a 2-fight losing streak with losses to HIROYA
and WBC Japan Super Lightweight champion Seiji Takahashi but just defended his title against
Fire Harada in Harada's retirement match. The winner will likely face the winner of the
Lightweight title match between Rashata and Hiromasa Masuda. {jcomments on}
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